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Love your local market - German Fall Campaign 2020

Local markets give a long lasting Thank You!
Theme: „Stay fresh“  Gratitude weeks from 28 September till 17 October  200
markets with special events centered around sustainability and thanksgiving 
National festival event on 10 October on Schillerplatz in front of the Stuttgart
Collegiate Church (Stiftskirche)
With the theme „Stay fresh“ about 200 local markets from Germany say thank
you to loyal as well as new customers for their ongoing appreciation, especially
during the Corona pandemic. All participating markets are part of the GFI
Association of German Fresh Food Markets.
The main campaign is set to take place between 28 September a nd 17 October.
The big highlight of three weeks full of gratitude being an official event on 10
October in Stuttgart. On that day, visitors are met with a varied programme of
activities as well as information booths on the historical Schillermarkt. The
traditional thanksgiving market is usually celebrated with a service, right in front
of the Collegiate Church.
„During the last six months our markets proved themselves vital in supplying our
cities with local and fresh products“, states Jörn Böttcher, member of the GFI
board and managing director of Hannover Wholesale Market. “Many new
customers were able to discover our local markets to be a place where
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sustainability, regional economical cycles, great products and fair prices are selfevident.
Despite the ongoing regulations about mask-wearing, keeping distance and
general hygiene, our traders wouldn’t miss the opportunity to keep the personal
contact with their customers. Local markets out in the open are still a matter of
the heart.“
Taking centre stage with this campaign is the distribution of an array of useful
and sustainable marketing materials, like high-quality RPET tote bags, mesh bags
made from bio cotton or, especially for the children, bookmarks made from seed
paper. On top there will be popular activities like sweepstakes as well as special
offers from the traders.
Sustainability has always been the main factor differentiating local markets from
other shopping facilities. Jörn Böttcher says „It is not only about avoiding
unnecessary packaging and offering regional products. We are supporting small
and local businesses, ensuring their jobs and using the potential of those markets
for holding events and community-building activities even beyond the actual
market. This makes us the only institution that works ecologically, economically
as well as socially towards a macrosocial sustainability.“

The centre of fresh foods for over 700 years: On the local market on Schillerplatz,
below the Stuttgart Collegiate Church, 25 traders are offering their products
thrice a week. The local market at the market place in front of the town hall is
always taking place at the same time. All citizens are, thus, offered the full range
of regional groceries, flowers and plants.
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The “Erlebe Deinen Wochenmarkt” (experience your local market) campaign is
the German sector of an international movement called “LYLM - Love your local
market” and it has been a firm fixture on the street market calendar in Germany
for the past 6 years. More than 3,300 markets in 20 countries in and beyond
Europe are taking part in these celebrations regularly. Usually the celebrations
concentrate on May as the main market month of the year. This year,
unfortunately, they had to be moved to fall.

About „Love your local market“ and „Erlebe Deinen Markt“
“Love your local market” was started in 2012 by
the National Association of British Market
Authorities (NABMA) in England. In 2019 more
than 3,300 markets in 19 countries in and
beyond Europe have taken part in the
celebrations. This makes “Love your local
market” the biggest event for European
markets.
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NABMA placed this successful initiative in the hands of the WUWM (World Union
of Wholesale Markets) in The Hague. Since 2014 the WUWM has coordinated
the event in Europe and, in recent years, worldwide, as part of the “WUWM
International market celebration.” The Union supports and promotes national
campaigns and supplies tools that all participating countries can use.
As a member of the WUWM, the GFI Association of German Fresh Food Markets,
which represents almost all of the country’s wholesale markets and 80% of the
street market operators in its metropolitan regions, is the point of contact for
local organizers of the “Erlebe Deinen Markt” events. Under the leadership of GFI
“Love your Local Market” has been a very successful campaign since its German
launch in 2015. The primary aim is to spotlight how very important buying food
at the local market is in terms of the economy and from the social and cultural
point of view.
The success of the campaign stems from its high-profile publicity. “Erlebe Deinen
Markt” (experience your market) delivers a positive message in the context of a
powerful international and national network. The platform supports market
suppliers and operators at all levels, giving them fresh confidence and renewed
pride. Despite the many challenges that street market traders have to face, the
festival weeks focus on fun, enjoyment, the market experience and meaningful
personal interaction.
For further information please see:
>> www.erlebedeinenmarkt.org
>> www.facebook.com/erlebedeinenmarkt
>> www.facebook.com/loveyourlocalmarketglobal
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